Techniques in Foot & Ankle Surgery offers a unique opportunity to master the most innovative and successful surgical techniques for correction of foot and ankle disorders.

Featuring contributions from the world’s foremost orthopaedic surgeons and podiatrists, this quarterly journal supplies step-by-step details on these techniques. The contributors explain the rationale, indications, and contraindications for each procedure, identify the pitfalls and potential complications, and provide invaluable tips for improving results. The journal is illustrated cover to cover with intraoperative photographs and drawings, including several in full color.

Coverage encompasses the entire range of surgical problems, including ankle arthroplasty; reconstructive surgery for fractures, flatfeet, and diabetic feet; neuromuscular and tendon disorders; and general conditions such as bunions and hammertoes. Articles on rehabilitation are also included.

Original articles, reviews, and case reports provide relevant and in-depth coverage of all areas of the medical and surgical treatment of foot and ankle disorders. Editorial, literature surveys, book and media reviews, and letters to the editor are also welcomed.
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